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Too see who said which comment please scroll to the bottom for a list of names of those 

who spoke.  

1. Welcome & Land Acknowledgement  

2. DEI Training with IME  

Video for this cannot be requested.  

3. Q&A with VP Robin Holmes-Sullivan and Dean Mark Figueroa  

If you would like to see the video for this please email the Auditor at auditor@lclark.edu 

4. Legislation  

MM: Motion to table resolution (SP21 SR001) 

OW: Second 

NO: I was working with cabinet members on this with changing the presidential 

election (SP21 SB001). So now the president elections are run together as a joint 

ticket to help with the VP and president relationship. We changed the time date so 

that people who graduate are not still doing work for ASLC. If you get elected this 

year you would be in office until the end of final exams.  

AT: Do we need to have in this bill that if someone is not there the second 

semester?  
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JP: With that we have had that happen a lot. What we usually do is that the person 

in that position resigns. So it should be okay.  

MM: Motion to vote 

TP: Second  

TP: I have read this legislation and I assume most people also have an 

understanding of the changes it is making.  

JK: If you are in an agreement do not put anything on and put a no if you are in a 

disagreement. I do not see a disagreement so this bill passes.  

IF: I think that it is important that we highlight transparency with Wim and that the 

community knows where we are at. Priorities about transparency.  

Chat comment 

MM: How would this email be sent out?  

PC: It would have to be a specialty email.  

CA: I was thinking that maybe it could be a resolution that ASLC has with more 

context with why. Don’t the resolutions have access to everyone? Just a way to get 

to as many people as possible.  

JK: Next week there is no senate meeting so to get it passed there is no time. 
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Discussion is up for a meeting next week.  

AT: I am worried about waiting until next Tuesday. I propose that we, if Iyanna is 

comfortable with this, but people who wrote the email meet with Mikah and then 

we give them authority to send that email out.  

JK: I think that is a good way forward. We would be voting for Mikah to work with 

the people who drafted the email and then create an email to send out to the 

student body with response and conversation with Wim. We can send the letter to 

every CAS student, but it would be on their student government to send it to them. 

To get it to faculty, we would need to go through Bruce and Robin, but it may not go 

to everyone.  

TP: Motion to vote  

MM: Second  

JK: If you are not in favor of this email please put a no or message me. I do not see 

anything. With that we will organize that meeting.  

5. Closing remarks/announcements 

JK: We will not be meeting on zoom, but instead signing up for a bystander 

meeting. I expect you to go. If you think we should meet you all have the ability to 

call for an emergency meeting.  
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PC: Motion to adjourn  

AT: Second  

 

AT: Alaryx Tenzer - ASLC Senator 
CA: Caroline Arnis - ASLC Feminist Student Union Representative 
JK: Jeremiah Koshy - ASLC Vice President 
JP: Jacques Parker - Chief Justice 
MM: Madeleine Macwilliamson - ASLC Senator 
NO: Nathan Oakley - ASLC Senator 
OW: Olivia Weiss - ASLC Senator 
PC: Phoenix Cox - ASLC Senator 
TP: Tor Parsons - ASLC Senator 
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